CUSTOMISED
IT SERVICES
We provide you with IT services & solutions tailored to meet your needs. We accurately implement your business requirements,
develop forward-looking solutions and fully accept responsibility for the provision of your services. From consulting to planning,
implementation to operation, we can undertake even the most complex tasks and requirements for your IT environment.

CONSULTING

PROJECTS

OPERATIONS

Our experts are always on top of
current trends and innovations,
ensuring you are always prepared
for future challenges.

We employ experts with the widest
variety of specialist knowledge.
And we can assemble project teams
to specifically suit your needs and
requirements.

An independent organisational unit
with your own dedicated service
manager ensures that the operational tasks you have defined and
outsourced to us are implemented
exactly as you expect them to be.

YOUR ADVANTAGES
 urs is not a „one size fits all“ service
O
We analyse your needs and create a bespoke offer that
exactly suits your specific requirements.
 e provide a single-source solution
W
This means you benefit from having a central point of
contact for your IT needs.
 othing is left to chance with us
N
By delivering higher transparency and measurable results,
we reduce your exposure to operational risks.

OUR RANGE OF SERVICES
IT CONSULTING/
PROJECT MANAGEMENT

QUALITY
MANAGEMENT/
TESTING

SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT

HELPDESK/SUPPORT

ADMINISTRATION,
OPERATIONS &
SECURITY

OTHER AREAS
We will be happy to
discuss any other areas
you might require.

 e give you breathing room
W
Our support gives you the ability to focus more on your core
business activities.
 e are independent
W
As a vendor-independent service provider, we offer you
bespoke solutions that support you in achieving your
business goals.
 e’re always on track
W
Thanks to our flexible structure, we are always in a position
to adapt a running project to new requirements or changing
circumstances.
 e have the right expert for every task
W
As a leading global IT personnel services provider, we have
access to the world’s top international specialists.
 e provide assurance
W
Thanks to our many years of experience, you can always
rely on our quality-assured processes.

hays.ch/it-solutions

